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Comparative genomics data
analysis using Genomics Gateway
The goal is to identify zebu-specific variations which are not present in bison or in taurine (Cosart et al.
2011). Furthermore, we attempt to link the zebu-specific sequence variations to altered pathways using the
gene ontology tool built into Genomics Gateway.

Data
•
•

Define your reference genome and add annotations

Short reads for all three cattle species1
Bovine reference sequence2, bovine gene annotations3 and bovine variation data4 from dbSNP/Ensembl downloaded from the Ensembl ftp
server

Sequence reads for taurine, zebu and bison available at http://www.ebi.
ac.uk/ena/data/view/SRP007095
2
Reference sequence UMD3.1.64 at ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-64/
fasta/bos_taurus/dna/
3
ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-64/gtf/bos_taurus/
4
ftp://ftp.ensembl.org/pub/release-64/variation/gvf/bos_taurus/
1

Analysis Workflow

CLC Genomics

In the first step we have to create the reference genome including all annotations. We import the downloaded taurine fasta files into CLC Genomics
Workbench and create a track for the genome sequence using the “Define
reference genome” function of Genomics Gateway.
The newly created track can be shown in a track set view by clicking “Create
track list”. You can zoom and add more tracks from the navigation area using
drag-and-drop.
Afterwards, a track for gene annotations is created. This is carried out using
the “Import tracks from file” function after downloading the gene annotations from the Ensembl website. If the track has been created previously, you
can drag-and-drop the file from the navigation area to the open track list
file in the workspace. These steps can be repeated in order to add additional
tracks of interest. In this case we added a track including the variation data
from Ensembl.

Map sequencing reads to the reference genome

Mapping

The sequencing reads from each of the three cattle species are mapped separately to the reference genome using a Length fraction of 0.8 and a Similarity
of 0.9.

SNV calling

Subsequently, the resulting read mappings are renamed in order to recognize
the origin:

Merge SNVs from taurine, zebu and bison

Filtering variations overlapping
known transcripts and gene annotation

Filtering variations only found in zebu

•
•
•

Zebu mapping (Reads)
Taurine mapping (Reads)
Bison mapping (Reads)

The newly created tracks should of course be added to the open track list.

Variant calling

Annotation with amino acid changes
and known variations from dbSNP/Ensembl

SNPs as well as small insertions and deletions are identified in the mapped
sequencing reads by using the Probabilistic Variant Caller, and all SNV tracks
– in this case for taurine, zebu and bison – can be added to the open track
list for a better overview.

GO term enrichment analysis for genes
having non-synonymous SNVs in zebu only

Filtering, annotating and comparing the results
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In this experiment, we are interested in finding zebu-specific variations.
Therefore, we merge all variations from the three SNV tracks (taurine, zebu
and bison) and we can easily identify the zebu-specific variations.

Figure 1: Table view on the merged variation track including different kinds of annotations

As this is an exome enrichment experiment, we only filter variations overlapping known transcripts in Ensembl. The enriched regions available from
Agilent, Illumina etc. can also be used for filtering overlapping variations.
Variations leading to amino acid changes are also annotated.
To deduce which annotations are already known in external databases, the
“Filter against database variations” tool can be used to annotate these variations. The database track to be used for this is the variation data track from
Ensembl created in the step defining our reference genome.
The merged annotation and variation track can be shown in a tabular view.
This shows all variations annotated with overlapping gene names, amino
acid changes, links to the dbSNP database and information about in which
dataset (origin) the variation is present (Figure 1).

Selecting zebu-specific variations
To identify zebu-specific alleles, we will search for variations present in zebu,
but not in taurine or bison.

From the merged SNV track that includes all annotations, we can identify
zebu-specific variations by filtering the interactive table. In the advanced filtering options, you can deselect all annotations for taurine and bison to only
show those related to zebu. Applying this filtering, only 2,685 variations are

Uniprot ID

Description

Q5MAC0_BOVIN

Interleukin 1, beta

IL3_BOVIN

Interleukin 3

TLR10_BOVIN

Toll-like receptor 10

Q56GY5_BOVIN

Toll-like receptor 5

Table 1: Some genes involved in immune response with variations
only found in zebu

Figure 2: Filtering of zebu-specific variations in the interactive table
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displayed (Figure 2). We selected all the zebu-specific variations and created
a new track including only this information.
In the new table of zebu-specific variations, some SNVs are false positives
due to insufficient coverage of these variations in taurine and bison samples. The false positives can be removed using the “Filter variations against
control reads” (the threshold of 3 reads for the variation to be removed is
applicable to this dataset).

Investigating the functional role of mutated genes in zebu
It could be interesting to investigate what the genes that only show variations in zebu have in common. This could indicate altered pathways in the
zebu species.
The GO annotation file for Bos taurus can be downloaded from the gene ontology download site5 . Then we use the GO enrichment tool with the zebuspecific variation track as input file. The background file is the downloaded
GO annotation file.
5

http://www.geneontology.org/GO.downloads.annotations.shtml
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Results
From 19,564 single nucleotide variations identified in zebu, bison and taurine, 2,685 variations were identified to be present in zebu only. 663 of them
were found to be non-synonymous variations.
An enrichment analysis of all genes overlapping these variations showed that
mainly pathways for immune and defense response are affected. Considering only genes with non-synonymous variations, immune response is ranked
at the top. This matches previous findings showing that zebu responds differently to some infections and also has a better innate immune response
compared to the taurine and the bison species (Freeman et al. 2008).
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